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i 
have just returned from a successful 

aips-sponsored workshop at arizona 

state university. this was the second in 

a three-part series of workshops that aips 

is coordinating with different member 

institutions (the first one was at university 

of michigan) to discuss and debate the 

future trajectory of research on pakistan 

in the coming decade. this series brings 

scholars from the us, pakistan and, in this 

last case, also from europe, to share their 

respective research. like the workshop at 

um, the one at asu made it clearly evident 

that the scholarship on pakistan has moved beyond the history of 

muslim nationalism in south asia, the study of islam in the region, 

the woman question in islam and the obsession with the security 

studies paradigm. although hinting at these topics, the papers 

presented were refreshing in their new subject matter, method-

ological approaches, theoretical paradigms and innovative writing 

styles. we at aips should take some credit for this shift as we 

constantly encourage new scholarship and research on pakistan 

and provide opportunities for its sharing and dissemination. in ad-

dition to this series, aips initiated conferences for junior scholars, 

launched during the annual conference on south asia in madison 

in october 2015. similar to the michigan and asu workshops, the 

first junior scholars conference in 2015 generated research papers 

on the media, literary debates, sexuality issues, the environment, 

waste management and on the diaspora. we are in the process of 

planning the second conference for october of 2016. 

similarly, aips has sponsored the ongoing Higher education 

workshop series in pakistan. two of the three workshop series each 

have ended successfully (Teaching Archaeology and Cultural Heri-

tage Management and Conflict and Peace Building) and two  

(Visual Analysis: Art, Architecture, and Media and Pakistan and 

Peace: Methods and Meaning) are already underway.  these work-

shops have brought selected junior colleagues from pakistani uni-

versities into intense week-long discussions on pedagogy, research 

methods, and curriculum development not only to build capacity, 

but also to create scholarly networks within pakistan. aips has the 

funds to sponsor 2-3 more of these workshop series.

further, aips continues to support scholarly workshops at uni-

versities in the us and pakistan. this past year these gatherings have 

been in islamabad (pide university), karachi (indus Valley school 

of art and architecture) and at the university of michigan. we have 

forthcoming workshops at Boston university, at lahore college 

for women, and at the lahore university of management sciences 

(lums). in addition, aips has funded a number of us-based schol-

ars with summer research grants and provided funds for us-based 

faculty to assist with curricular and administrative needs of pakistani 

universities. aips has also sponsored semester long academic visits 

to us universities by junior faculty and scholars from pakistan. aips 

continues to fund pakistani scholars to present papers at conferenc-

es in the us and similarly supports travel for us faculty to pakistan 

to attend workshops and conferences. finally, this past year aips, 

through a specific us embassy grant, has funded the travel of five 

eminent us scholars and public figures to pakistan. coming from 

fields of literature, security studies, south asian history, environmen-

tal studies and islamic studies, these scholars gave public lectures, 

university seminars and media interviews while in pakistan.

aips’ partnership with the university of california, Berkeley 

continues in the Bulpip-aips urdu program. we had a successful 

second year and the recruitment of faculty and students for the fall 

2016 session is complete. additionally, the program is sponsoring 

two urdu teachers from pakistan to be trained in the pedagogical 

methods of teaching urdu as a second language at the south asia 

summer language institute program at uw-madison this summer. 

this coming academic year (2016-2017) is my final year as 

the president. i am delighted to report, that as an organization we 

remain financially secure and are committed to broadening our 

core mission of enhancing the study of pakistan in us universities, 

president’s report
Dear Friends and Colleagues,

Kamran Asdar Ali
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The Study of Pakistan in the 21st Century: 
AIPS Conference Series

i
n early 2015, aips president, kamran 

asdar ali, conceived of a conference series 

that would consider the study of pakistan 

in the 21st century. the goal is to explore 

themes beyond those that currently domi-

nate academic work on pakistan—security 

studies, gender, and islam/islamic radical-

ism. the series is therefore intended to bring 

more breadth to areas of inquiry in the study 

of pakistan. the inaugural conference was 

held at the university of michigan (um), the 

second was held at arizona state university 

(asu) in april 2016, and the third will be 

hosted by the university of washington. 

on april 4, 2015, the center for south 

asian studies (csas) at um hosted the 

first of these conferences, “future direc-

tions in pakistan studies.” Jointly organized 

by farina mir and kamran asdar ali, and 

jointly supported by the csas and aips, 

the conference brought together eight 

external scholars to share their research on 

pakistan. csas faculty participated in the 

conversation as chairs and respondents. the 

conference was timed to correspond with 

the fifth um pakistan conference, which was 

held the day before. Holding the confer-

ences back-to-back allowed for a critical 

mass of individuals actively engaged with 

and in pakistan, allowing both conferences 

to benefit from this synergy.

the conference was focused on themes 

of particular scholarly strength at um: art 

and architectural history, urban studies, and 

cultural history. the conference opened with 

welcoming remarks from farina mir, Vice-

president of aips, associate professor of 

History, and director of the csas. kamran 

asdar ali then framed the day’s discussion 

in terms of the broader intellectual goals for 

the series. the first panel, on art/architec-

tural History, included presentations from 

iftikhar dadi (cornell university), who spoke 

on contemporary art in pakistan, and kish-

war rizvi (Yale university), who discussed 

three architectural sites (mohenjo-daro, 

makli, and mohammad ali Jinnah’s mauso-

leum) that represent three moments in the 

history of southern sind. christiane Gruber 

of the um department of History of art 

served as the respondent for the panel.

Farina Mir, University of Michigan

the second panel, chaired by um’s 

matthew Hull (department of anthropol-

ogy), on urban issues in pakistan, featured 

rabia nadir (lahore school of econom-

ics) and Haris Gazdar (collective for 

social science research, karachi). nadir 

presented on her ongoing research into 

the lifeworlds of pathan communities in 

the walled city of lahore. Gazdar’s talk 

focused on the ways that the city—in this 

case karachi—serves as a productive site 

for interdisciplinary work. william Glover 

of um’s department of History responded 

to the panel and kicked off discussion. 

the final panel of the day was on 

cultural history, and was chaired by Juan 

cole of um’s department of History. 

framji minwalla (institute of Business 

administration, karachi), manan ahmed 

(columbia university), and kamran asdar 

ali (university of texas, austin) presented. 

minwalla spoke on contemporary theater 

in pakistan. ahmed spoke about ques-

tions of space, scale, distance, and alterity 

in the writing of history, drawing on his 

work on the early history of sind. asdar 

ali discussed homosociality and desire 

in pakistani cinema. Yasmin saikia (asu) 

served as discussant for the panel.

the day was capped by a robust dis-

cussion on the institutional, political, and 

intellectual issues that hamper the breadth 

—and often the quality, also—of scholar-

ship on pakistan. many shared insights, 

strategies, and suggestions for how to 

produce a more robust field. 

the second conference in the series 

was hosted by the center for the study 

of religion and conflict at asu. titled, 

Trending Pakistan: A History Workshop, the 

conference featured presentations by 13 

emerging scholars. a report on the confer-

ence will be featured in the spring 2017 

newsletter. n

the day was capped by a robust discussion on the insti-
tutional, political, and intellectual issues that hamper the 
breadth of scholarship on Pakistan. Many shared insights, 
strategies, and suggestions for how to produce a more 
robust field. 
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Impacting Higher Education in Pakistan: AIPS 
Workshop Series & Faculty Mentoring Program

a
ips has been devoting consider-

able time to helping build capac-

ity in pakistan’s higher educa-

tion. currently, it is running a number of 

programs with this aim, one of which is 

the aips workshop series, which takes 

place in pakistan. the other is a mentoring 

program, which brings pakistani faculty to 

the us. 

AIPS Higher education 
workshop Series
two years ago, with funding provided by 

the department of state/us embassy in 

pakistan, aips initiated a program aimed 

at building capacity in pakistani higher 

education. it currently is running a number 

of programs with this aim, one of which 

is the aips workshop series, which takes 

place in pakistan. the goal of the work-

shops is to provide the selected group of 

faculty, who attend all three workshops, 

both pedagogical and research methods 

training. in order to expose pakistani fac-

ulty to varied perspectives, each workshop 

is ideally led by a different faculty mentor. 

working collaboratively with the Higher 

education commission of pakistan on 

this program, aips has now successfully 

sponsored two out of four series of work-

shops. the latest to be completed was 

organized by paula newberg (university 

of texas) whose report follows. also below 

is a report from Yasmin saikia on the latest 

series to be initiated, on peace studies.

AIPS Higher education 
workshop Series on Conflict 
and Peace-building
Paula R. Newberg 

University of Texas at Austin

from late 2013 to mid-2015, aips hosted 

three workshops for junior faculty mem-

bers from several universities in pakistan on 

the broad subjects of conflict and peace-

building.  the participants came from three 

provinces, five social science fields, and 

seven universities. the workshop series was 

meant to introduce participants to subjects 

in which they were not previously trained, 

expose disciplinarily-based faculty to cross-

disciplinary training, provide a basis for their 

future research in their own areas of concen-

tration, introduce them to the use of public 

policy analysis in their own teaching (as 

well as to foreign and international research 

organizations working in these fields), and 

open the possibility of adding to their roster 

of research and teaching subjects.  the ses-

sions were participatory and interactive, and 

included a small number of guest lectures.

although it is too early to tell whether 

all of these goals will be reached, my con-

versations with the participants (individually 

and collectively) suggest that some of our 

intentions are bearing fruit. most report that 

they have used workshop materials in their 

own teaching (particularly non-traditional, 

non-lecture models); several report that 

their research has broadened (including 

for local research conferences they have 

hosted); and a few have begun to incorpo-

rate questions of conflict into their courses. 

(two or three have, i believe, drafted papers 

on these topics.) this was probably informal 

as much as formal, since junior professors 

rarely set course and degree requirements.  

more generally, however, i think the 

subject matter has helped the participants 

to think through the contexts in which 

they teach. although the workshops were 

not intended to be about pakistan, current 

events inevitably intruded on theoretical 

discussions. (the second workshop was 

held immediately after the peshawar 

shootings at the end of 2014.) our three 

guest lecturers spoke variously about 

bilateral water relations and climate change 

in south asia; united nations regional 

peace negotiations in central america; 

and international human rights investiga-

tions in Gaza and sudan. the effect of their 

contributions was profound: these were 

individuals (among pakistan’s best in global 

affairs) to whom our workshop participants 

had not previously been exposed, and their 

ability to help our participants draw lessons 

from the global to local (and back again) 

augmented our formal agenda. 

lastly, few of the workshop participants 

knew one another, and i was surprised to 

learn how infrequently their universities 

collaborate and share resources. those 

from the north have now begun to establish 

informal relationships with one another, and 

report that they have discussed the possibil-

ity of co-sponsoring future conferences.

AIPS Higher education work-
shop Series on Peace Studies 
Yasmin Saikia, Arizona State University

the peace studies workshop is a three-

part series broadly conceived to introduce 

peace concepts, peace research methods, 

and peace communication to colleagues 

in pakistan. each workshop in the series 

aims to achieve one of these goals. taken 

together, our goal is to both broaden and 

deepen the study of peace as a teaching 
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and research tool and use the knowledge 

effectively for scholarly and public com-

munication to create awareness of peace 

in pakistan. 

Yasmin saikia led the first session 

of the three-part workshop, which was 

held at lums January 10-14, 2016. ten 

participants were selected from a pool 

of over two dozen applicants, and eight 

attended the workshop. the selection of 

participants was based on merit, diversity, 

gender, and regional representation. the 

workshop included three women and five 

men, representing different disciplinary 

and scholarly backgrounds. it was a good 

mix, but more importantly they were an 

eager group of learners. one unfortu-

nate weakness was the lack of religious 

diversity due to no religious minority rep-

resentation in the application pool. the 

workshop mixed lecture and presentation 

methods with interactive group discus-

sions and problem solving approaches. 

the workshop had three teaching objec-

tives – peace concept, peace methods, 

and peace practice. we began by reading 

different concepts of peace, both western 

and non-western, religious and secular, 

and positive and negative peace. next, 

we investigated several peace methods, 

such as the role of the economy, art, law 

and the relationship between institutions 

and individuals in peace-making. we also 

explored some of the peace methods like 

truth and reconciliation, transitional and 

restorative justice, and war criminals 

tribunal. finally, we discussed some of 

the practices of peace that are lived in 

everyday context and the relationship of 

peace with pluralism, co-existence, toler-

ance and harmony.

toward the end of this segment of the 

workshop, we engaged the participants 

to outline research topics and work on a 

draft syllabus in preparation of the second 

part of the workshop that focused on 

research methods. this is planned for early 

fall 2016 and will be led by anthropolo-

gist chad Haines and computer scientist 

Hasan davalcu.

the workshop was interactive, engag-

ing, and we hope it helped the participants 

to think of new issues, ideas and prob-

lems, as well as, the possibility of peace. 

through the three-part series of the peace 

workshop, we hope we will be able to es-

tablish a small circle of peace faculty who 

can work collaboratively within pakistan 

and also establish linkages with american 

universities. several of the participants in 

this first cohort seemed promising, and 

we would like to see them succeed in 

their careers. we hope the approaches 

to peace we have introduced will benefit 

further conversations with their students, 

colleagues, and communities for develop-

ing synergies to take the work of peace 

forward in pakistan. 

AIPS Faculty Mentoring 
Program
initiated three years ago, and supported 

in part by a grant from the us embassy 

in pakistan, this program brings faculty 

from pakistani universities to the us, to be 

mentored at an aips member institution. 

the program has brought eight fellows 

to the us to date. a recent participant in 

this program, mr. siraj ahmed soomro, 

assistant professor of pakistan studies at 

shah abdul latif university, khairpur, was 

a visiting scholar at florida international 

university’s (fiu) department of religious 

studies in miami in fall 2015. His time at 

fiu was focused on professional develop-

ment in five ways.

one, he audited professor iqbal akhtar’s 

Development of International Relations 

course to learn new pedagogical tech-

niques, which included site visits and 

guest lectures. two, professor soomro 

helped organize the aips-sponsored 

conference, Western Indian Ocean Studies, 

in november at fiu. three, he attended an 

aips-sponsored junior scholars workshop 

at the annual conference on south asia 

in madison. four, he gave the annual fiu 

alumni dinner keynote lecture, The Federal 

Integration of Sindhi Nationalism in Paki-

stan. lastly, he is collaborating with prof. 

akhtar to formulate a research paper on 

an ongoing project for submission to an 

international scholarly journal. n
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t
he city in south asia workshop 

encouraged a broader discussion on 

the life worlds of the poor in urban 

south asia, specifically on how working 

class men and women experience the eco-

nomically uncertain urban milieu. rather 

than concentrating on perceived failures 

of the south asian mega-city—whether 

in terms of infrastructure, governance, 

or economic development—the papers 

emphasized seeing the emerging fabric of 

urban south asia as the result of ordinary 

peoples’ sustained productive deploy-

ment of sensibilities, practices, efforts, 

and collective formations.  the workshop 

presentations sensitized the audience 

to the changing cultural, political and 

social milieu of karachi, dhaka, colombo, 

mumbai, chennai, lahore, and other cities. 

it addressed how issues of gender, caste, 

religious and ethnic difference, and sexual-

ity are pivotal to understanding contem-

porary urban lifeworlds in south asia.

 the workshop was organized by  

william Glover (um) and kamran asdar  

ali (ut), aips, the american institute of 

sri lankan studies, the american institute 

of indian studies, and the american insti-

tute of Bangladesh studies (with added 

funding from the south asia institute, 

ut, austin), in collaboration with oxford 

university press and ned university in 

karachi. to attract a broad audience of 

scholars, students and the community at 

large, the panels and film showings were 

organized at different venues. the open-

ing session was at the cultural space and 

café, t2f, where the documentary, Q2P 

(a film about toilets and the city) was 

shown on the evening of January 3rd. the 

film observes who has access to toilets 

and who doesn’t while helping the viewer 

understand the imagination of gender that 

underlies the city’s shape. the filmmaker 

and writer, paromita Vohra, who trav-

eled from mumbai, was present during 

the showing. similarly, on the last day of 

the workshop there was a special show-

ing of the recent film Bombay Velvet to a 

full house. following the film, the historian 

Gyan prakash, who wrote the screenplay, 

took questions from the audience. Between 

these two events were panels and round 

table sessions at t2f, oxford university 

press, and at the ned university’s architec-

ture department by scholars who work on 

The City in South Asia Workshop
January 3-6, 2016 • Karachi Pakistan

pakistan, india, sri lanka and Bangladesh. 

topics ranged from a discussion on colom-

bo’s urban poor by udan fernando from 

the center for poverty analysis, colombo, 

to nusrat chowdhury’s (amherst college) 

analysis of crowds and violence related 

to the ambivalent state of democracy in 

Bangladesh. 

despite the problems of visas, report-

ing and logistical issues involved in a con-

ference held at multiple venues in karachi, 

people participated with enthusiasm, 

scholarly engagement, and good humor. 

students and scholars from local colleges 

and universities came to listen, debate, 

and discuss making each session unique 

and eventful. finally, the support that the 

organizers received from colleagues and 

friends in karachi was invaluable. among 

them were multinet, lyceum school, Getz 

pharma, arcop and Geo tV. all receive our 

collective thanks. n

rather than concentrating 
on perceived failures of 
the South Asian mega-city, 
the papers emphasized 
seeing the emerging fabric 
of urban South Asia as the 
result of ordinary peoples’ 
sustained productive 
deployment of sensibilities, 
practices, efforts, and 
collective formations.



i
n the last decade there has been a sub-

stantial increase in the number of students 

admitted into social science and humani-

ties graduate programs in the united states 

whose focus of study is pakistani culture 

and society. where an earlier generation of 

scholars working on pakistan were primar-

ily found in the fields of economics and 

political science, we now have a new group 

of graduate students and recent phds in 

cultural anthropology, archeology, sociology, 

education, media studies, history, religious 

studies, literary studies and a range of other 

disciplines. aips has been in the forefront 

of this wave of change and has given ample 

support to these scholars through its numer-

ous programs, including: long-term research 

grants, summer research grants, writing 

fellowships, and travel grants to attend 

conferences. Building on these initiatives 

and mindful of the fact that these young re-

searchers are indeed the future of aips and 

the study of pakistan in us academia, aips’ 

executive committee decided to organize 

a Junior scholars conference on pakistan 

just prior to the south asia conference in 

madison on october 22, 2015. we encour-

aged those graduate students who were 

writing their dissertations and post-doctoral 

scholars who had completed their phds in 

the last three years to apply. aips received 

25 proposals out of which 12 were selected, 

and 10 were able to attend the conference. 

each participant’s domestic travel and ac-

commodations was provided by aips. 

the conference brought together a 

group of highly talented and intellectually 

bright scholars who presented excellent 

papers on pakistan’s new electronic me-

diascape, the history of its radio broadcast, 

environmental and climate change, sexual-

ity and on literary themes. these new and 

refreshing topics were in contrast to the 

representation of pakistan linked to islamist 

radicalism, security studies, female seclu-

sion, muslim revivalist movements and the 

rehearsing of pakistan nationalism, tropes 

that in most cases informs how the rest of 

the world views and imagines the country. 

senior aips affiliated scholars were pres-

ent throughout the day to serve as panel 

discussants and participated with the as-

sembled audience of students and faculty 

in the general discussion and exchange. 

one of the main aims for this conference 

was to create a network of young scholars 

Junior Scholars Conference on Pakistan
Madison, 2015

who work on pakistan in us universities. 

By all indications aips succeeded in its 

mission and has sent out a call for papers 

for the second such conference to be held 

at the annual conference on south asia in 

madison, wisconsin in 2016. n

Majed Akhter, assistant professor 

of Geography, indiana university - 

Bloomington

“the long hydraulic partition: producing 

national space in the indus Basin” 

Andrew Amstutz, phd candidate in 

History, cornell university

“urdu in karachi before pakistan: 

language politics & indian ocean 

commercial connections, 1914-1946”

Yelena Biberman, assistant professor, 

Government department, skidmore 

college 

“How we know what we know 

about pakistan: New York Times news 

production, 1954-1971”

Elizabeth Bolton, phd candidate in 

radio-television-film, university of texas 

at austin

“khabarnak: satirizing current affairs 

television in pakistan”

Waqas H. Butt, phd candidate in 

anthropology, university of california,  

san diego

“waste and its infrastructures: networks  

of work in contemporary lahore”

Abdul Haque Chang, phd candidate 

in anthropology, university of texas at 

austin

“different Histories and Geographies of 

the indus delta”

Mariam Durrani, phd candidate in 

educational linguistics and anthropology, 

university of pennsylvania

“desi/Brown as mediatized muslim Youth 

personae: the online and offline lives of 

transnational pakistanis”

Isabel Huacuja Alonso, postdoctoral 

fellow in History, university of texas at 

austin

“Awaz de Kahan: nur Jehan’s radio Voice 

and the making and unmaking of Borders”

Faris Ahmed Khan, lecturer, department  

of anthropology, Brandeis university

“contextualizing khwaja sira rights:  

toward a History of the pakistani state’s 

Gender and sexuality politics”

Farhan Navid Yousaf, phd candidate   

in sociology, university of connecticut

“women’s trafficking in pakistan: 

intersecting Vulnerabilities and repeated 

exploitation”

PArtICIPANtS AND PreSeNtAtIoN tItleS:
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t
he islamabad center has been busy 

this past year! coordination was 

successful for the Higher educa-

tion workshop series, the us embassy-

funded speaker series in pakistan, the 

city in south asia workshop and the 

Bulpip-aips program. the aips center 

provided facilitation services for many 

of the us embassy-funded partnerships 

between american and pakistani uni-

versities and will continue offering these 

services to new partnering institutions. 

for these partnerships and other events, 

the center hosts meetings and receptions 

for local scholars, academics, and other 

institutional representatives, including 

a meeting with dr nasir ali khan (Vice 

chair, university of Hazara) and dr ihasn 

ali (Vice chair, abdul wali khan univer-

sity, mardan) (photo right); and a recep-

tion for the inter university consortium 

for promotion of social sciences, pakistan 

(see photos above).

 in addition, the pakistan center has 

facilitated a greater than usual number of 

flights, logistics, and accommodations for 

aips scholars, grantees, and visitors due 

to our increased programming both in the 

us and in pakistan. over the past year, the 

center has assisted with pakistan-based 

scholars’ travel to the us for lectures and 

conferences, us-based scholars’ travel for 

Islamabad Center 
News

lectures and visits to pakistan, summer re-

search grantees, aips long-term and short-

term fellows, visiting faculty to the us for 

the faculty mentoring program, and visiting 

lecturers to pakistan for the speaker series. 

the speaker series, made possible through 

a grant from the us embassy, brings us 

experts to pakistan to present a series of 

lectures in various cities and academic and/

or public institutions. these lectures are 

intended to promote a global dialogue in 

pakistan and scholars are chosen based 

on the excellence of their intellectual work, 

breadth of knowledge, ability to engage 

large audiences, and/or the importance of 

their contribution to debates in contempo-

rary pakistan. over this past year, four schol-

ars have come to pakistan for this purpose. 

if you travel to islamabad, do not hesitate to 

coordinate a visit to the aips center! 

over the past year, the 
center has facilitated 
Pakistan- and US-based 
based scholars’ travel to 
lectures and conferences 
in Pakistan and the US, 
summer research grantees, 
AIPS long-term and short-
term fellows, visiting 
faculty to the US for the 
faculty mentoring program, 
and the Speaker Series.
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Professor Hassan Abbas, college of 

international security affairs, national 

defense university, washington dc. He 

traveled to karachi, lahore, and islam-

abad, november 24-28, 2015. His talks 

included: “The Future of Iraq” at Habib 

university; and “Are Taliban History” at 

Quaid-i-azam university.

BUlPIP-AIPS Urdu 
language Program

in the fall of 2015, the Bulpip-aips urdu 

language program hosted its second 

batch of students in lahore. a cohort of 

six, these students came from a variety 

of departments and programs (public 

Health, near eastern studies, international 

studies, conflict resolution, art History, 

and comparative literature) and insti-

tutions (columbia, university of michi-

gan, Georgetown, cornell, university of 

washington, and princeton). the students 

spent approximately fifteen weeks on the 

campus of lums undergoing intensive 

urdu language training under the tutelage 

of two experienced urdu teachers—faiza 

saleem (who also taught on the program 

the previous year) and umar anjum (who 

has been an urdu lecturer at the university 

of wisconsin-madison). returning as the 

program manager and lecturer in urdu po-

etry was Gwen kirk (doctoral candidate in 

anthropology, university of texas-austin). 

although everyone had to take basic 

security precautions, none missed any 

opportunity to explore lahore, meet 

residents of the city, and pursue their re-

search. By all accounts, program highlights 

included the weeklong road trip to tour 

rohtas, islamabad, taxila, the katas raj 

temple, the khewra salt mines and muree 

as well as the friday speaker series. this 

year’s series hosted artist salima Hashmi, 

calligrapher abdul Basit, traditional 

punjabi wrestlers, and actress and dancer 

Zareen suleiman, among others. reflect-

ing back on their experience, individual 

students noted: “the Bulpip program was 

an amazing experience”; “my urdu was 

good before the program, it is excellent 

now”; the urdu teachers were “absolutely 

amazing” and “deeply caring”; “lums was 

a comfortable and welcoming space”; “i’m 

in love with lahore ”; and, “i highly recom-

mend Bulpip to anyone interested in urdu 

or pakistan”. for more information about 

the program, please visit: http://southasia.

berkeley.edu/Bulpip. n

SPeAKer SerIeS IN PAKIStAN

Professor Barbara D. Metcalf, profes-

sor emeritus, department of History, 

university of california-davis. professor 

metcalf traveled to karachi and lahore, 

february 3-11, 2016. she participated in 

the karachi literature festival, where 

she gave two lectures: “Writing History” 

and “What’s Liberal about the Liberal 

Arts,” february 5-7. she then traveled to 

the lahore university of management 

sciences to hold speaking engagements 

on february 8-9, 2016.

Professor Timothy Beach, professor, 

department of Geography and the 

environment, university of texas-austin. 

He traveled to karachi, lahore, and 

islamabad, January 18-26, 2016. profes-

sor Beach held meetings with faculty 

members from the climate change 

research department followed by a 

seminar at comsats on January 20th, 

2016. the seminar was based on studies 

showing that south asia will be severely 

impacted by the harmful effects of cli-

mate change. dr. Beach discussed how 

this will influence key economic sec-

tors of the region (i.e. agriculture) and 

what should be the specific adaptation 

measures. on January 22nd, 2016, he 

gave a lecture, “Is the Development of 

Global Climate Policy (Paris Agreement) 

Calibrated with the Latest Scientific 

Evidence with Particular Reference to 

the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report to 

Effectively Address both Short and Long 

Term Threats of Climate Change?,” at 

the punjab Higher education commis-

sion & comsats.
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Dean Accardi

Visiting assistant professor, 

connecticut college

accardi was awarded an aips domestic 

travel Grant to present two papers at the 

44th annual conference on south asia 

in madison: a pakistani Hero in sanskrit 

sources: ‘Ali Hamadani and Body Politics 

at the sanskrit in persianate india pre-con-

ference and Ascetic Discourses and Trans-

Religious Community Formation in Early 

Modern Kashmir on the panel, Re-Defining 

Religious Community: Shifting Boundar-

ies, Strategies, and Sources of Authority in 

Early Modernity. these two presentations 

not only served to raise issues pertinent to 

pakistan studies within scholarly venues in 

which they are rarely discussed, but they 

have also contributed to the development 

of accardi’s future article, Secular Gene-

alogies and the Kashmir Conflict, and his 

second book project on the appropriation 

of early modern figures for contemporary 

politics in pakistan and kashmir. accardi 

was also elected to the aips Board of 

trustees in January 2016.

Iqbal Akhtar

assistant professor, 

florida international university

akhtar is pleased to announce the pub-

lication of his monograph: The Khojas of 

Tanzania: Discon-

tinuities of a Post-

colonial Religious 

Identity (leiden: 

Brill, 2015).  The 

Khojas of Tanza-

nia attempts to 

reconstruct the 

development of 

khoja religious 

identity from 

their arrival to the 

swahili coast in the late 18th century until 

the turn of the 21st century. this multidisci-

plinary study incorporates Gujarati, kacchi, 

swahili, and arabic sources to examine the 

formation of an afro-asian islamic iden-

tity (jamati) from their initial indic caste 

identity (jnati) towards an emergent near 

eastern imaged islamic nation (ummati) 

through four disciplinary approaches: 

historiography, politics, linguistics, and 

ethnology.

Kamran Asdar Ali

professor, university of texas

ali was elected to caorc’s (center of 

american overseas research centers) 

executive com-

mittee in 2015. 

He published two 

books this past 

year, a monograph 

and an edited 

volume. the first 

is Communism in 

Pakistan: Politics 

and Class Activism 

1947-1972 (lon-

don: i.B. tauris, 

2015). the book is also available in paki-

stan, published there by oxford university 

press (Surkh Salam: Communist Politics 

and Class Activism in Pakistan 1947-1972). 

Communism in Pakistan presents the first 

extensive look at pakistan’s communist 

and working class movement. the book 

critically engages with the history of 

pakistan’s early 

years while paying 

special attention 

to the rise and fall 

of the communist 

party of pakistan 

(cpp), from parti-

tion in 1947 to the 

aftermath of Ban-

gladeshi indepen-

dence in 1971. He 

also edited, with sheema kermani and asif 

farrukhi, Gender: Politics and Performance 

in South Asia (karachi: oxford up, 2015) 

which was republished in india as Centre 

Stage: Gender, Politics and Performance in 

South Asia (new delhi: women unlimited, 

2016). this volume brings together, for the 

first time, accounts, analyses and anec-

dotes by practitioners from pakistan, india 

and Bangladesh, that explore this history 

of innovation and protest, and present a 

subcontinental narrative of aesthetic ex-

perimentation, political engagement and 

progressive social change.

Richard Barnett

associate professor, university of Virginia

Barnett received an aips international 

travel Grant to attend the 25th annual 

pakistan History conference in karachi 

in January 2016, where he presented the 

paper Structure and Method in Assessing 

the Deeper History of Pakistan. Barnett 

also presented an extemporaneous talk 

on the closing day of the conference, en-

titled Historical Research and Teaching in 

Pakistan: a Critical Appraisal, which gave 

an assessment of the conference. while in 

pakistan, he also presented a lecture at i.t. 

university of the punjab, in lahore, where 

he spoke on culture and environment in 

cholistan.

Mariam Durrani

Graduate student, 

university of pennsylvania

mariam durrani defended her disserta-

tion in april, entitled, A Study on Mobility: 

Pakistani-Origin Muslim Youth in Higher 

Education. she will be awarded her phd in 

anthropology and educational linguistics 

from the university of pennsylvania. she 

will be joining Harvard university this fall, 

with a two-year postdoctoral fellowship in 

their Graduate school of education. 

Shahla Haeri 

associate professor, Boston university

Haeri was awarded a short term fellow-

ship from aips. with this fellowship, she 

went to pakistan in february 2016 and 

conducted several high level interviews on 

Benazir Bhutto’s family life and upbring-

ing, politics, and leadership. Muslim Wom-

en’s Paths to Power: From Bilqis to Benazir 

is the tentative title of her up-coming 
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book project, in which Benazir Bhutto’s life 

story forms a chapter. this grant enabled 

Haeri to begin her research in Boston 

with an interview with ambassador peter 

Galbraith, she continued her research in 

london where she interviewed sanam 

Bhutto, ambassador wajid shamsul Has-

san, and Victoria schofield, and ended it 

in lahore. in lahore, she interviewed sev-

eral individuals, including senator aitzaz 

ahasan, ambassador abida Hussein, asma 

Jahangir, nahid khan and safdar abbasi. 

she screened her video documentary, Mrs. 

President: Women and Political Leadership 

in Iran at Beaconhouse national university 

(Bnu) on february 22, and at faiz Ghar on 

february 29. at both venues the screen-

ing was preceded by a short talk, leading 

to much discussion and debate regarding 

muslim women and political leadership. in 

islamabad Haeri gave her keynote at the 

social sciences expo 2016 on february 

24, and was presented with an apprecia-

tion plaque afterward. Haeri extends her 

deep appreciation for the professional 

help she received from the aips staff and 

particularly from aips pakistan director, 

mr. nadeem akbar.

Farhat Haq

professor, monmouth state university

Haq was chosen to take part in the 2015-

2016 fellowship class for the woodrow 

wilson center in washington d.c. the 19 

fellows include scholars and practitioners 

from the united states, australia, china, 

egypt, france, Germany, mexico, morocco, 

russia, and the united kingdom. while 

at the wilson center, Haq is working on a 

book project tentatively entitled, Sacral-

izing the State and Secularizing Sharia: 

Pakistan in a Comparative Perspective. she 

was awarded an aips short-term fellow-

ship to conduct fieldwork for this project 

in summer of 2015, and an aips publica-

tions/write-up fellowship to further her 

writing in summer of 2016.

Marc Kelley

Graduate student, university of chicago

kelley received an aips summer research 

grant, which enabled him to spend a pro-

ductive month in lahore and islamabad. 

kelley is a second-year ph.d. student in an-

thropology at the university of chicago and 

plans to do long-term ethnographic research 

on energy crisis in pakistan. on this trip he 

focused on developing contacts in pakistan, 

particularly in policy think tanks, academic 

programs for energy systems engineering, 

and state energy and electricity depart-

ments. He also had the pleasure of network-

ing with many fellow social scientists in 

pakistani universities.

Sahar Khan

Graduate student, 

university of california, irvine

khan received an aips summer research 

grant, which allowed her to spend two 

months in lahore and islamabad (septem-

ber–november 2015) conducting in-person 

interviews and collecting primary data for 

her dissertation, Legitimizing State-spon-

sored Militants: The Role of Civil Institu-

tions in Pakistan. using ontological security, 

she studied the persistence of militancy 

within pakistan by examining its civil institu-

tions (specifically the police, judiciary, and 

legislative bodies), and how these institu-

tions influence—and provide legitimacy to—

pakistan’s counterterrorism strategies and 

narratives. while in lahore and islamabad, 

she conducted 48 interviews, 30 of which 

were identifiable and on-the-record. these 

interviews were with criminal lawyers, anti-

terrorism court judges and other members 

of the judiciary, police officers, bureaucrats 

working on counterterrorism issues, political 

analysts, journalists, and academics. she 

also collected key documents as primary 

data, such as parliamentary debates (both 

senate and national assembly) of anti-

terrorism legislation; think tank reports on 

anti-terrorism legislation and courts, and the 

police; anti-terrorism court judgments; and 

statistical information, such as provincial 

crime rates and conviction rates of anti-

terrorism courts. 

Farina Mir

associate professor, university of michigan

mir was on leave from both the depart-

ment of History and the center for south 

asian studies at the university of michigan 

(um) in 2015-16, during which she was 

the norman and Jane katz fellow at the 

institute for the Humanities at um. Her 

fellowship was awarded for her project, 

Producing Modern Muslims: Everyday Eth-

ics in Colonial India. during the year, she 

published: “introduction: aHr forum on 

‘the archives of decolonization’”, Ameri-

can Historical Review 120.3 (June, 2015): 

844–851; and “muslim religious reform 

movements” in Keywords in Modern Indian 

Studies. dharmpal-frick, et al, eds (new 

delhi: oxford university press, 2015), 

178–183. in fall 2016, she will be return-

ing to the department of History and to 

the directorship of um’s center for south 

asian studies for a two-year term.

A. Sean Pue

associate professor, 

michigan state university

pue has received an andrew w. mellon 

new directions fellowship for his project, 

Publics of Sound: Data-Driven Analysis 

of the Politics of 

Poetic Innovation 

in Modern South 

Asia. this fellow-

ship will allow 

him to receive 

twelve months of 

advanced training 

in data science 

to enrich his hu-

manities research. 

over the year, he will be taking classes at 

michigan state university in the fields of 

computational mathematics, computer 

science, and natural language processing. 

the fellowship will also support travel to 

conferences and field sites as well as the 

recording, transcription, and digital ar-

chiving of poetic texts and performances 

over three years. His project will explore 

how poets used sound to address their 
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publics in twentieth-century south asia 

and how the mathematical and computa-

tional tools of data science can be har-

nessed to study poetry’s affective address. 

SherAli Tareen

assistant professor, 

franklin & marshall university

under the auspices of an aips senior fel-

lowship, tareen conducted research for 

his book project “islam and the ethics of 

authenticity: tradition, reform, innovation” 

in lahore and islamabad during winter 

2015. the project dealt with traditions of 

intra-muslim scholarly debates and polem-

ics on questions of law, theology, and ritual 

practice in modern south asia. in islam-

abad, he conducted research at the Ganj 

Baksh library at the iran-pakistan institute, 

examining their collection of rare persian 

and arabic manuscripts. He delivered a 

public lecture in urdu at the islamic re-

search institute (affiliated with international 

islamic university) “Shamal Amrika mein 

darasat-i Islami ki Surat-i Hal par aik tab-

sara” (reflections on the state of islamic 

studies in north america). in lahore, he 

conducted archival research at numerous 

libraries and archives including punjab 

public library, punjab university library, 

diyal singh library, and the Quaid-i azam 

library at Bagh-i Jinnah. He also spent 

many hours hunting rare books in urdu 

Bazar, data market, anarkali, and other 

inner lahore locations. while in lahore, he 

also delivered a public lecture at forman 

christian college: Debating the Boundaries 

of Innovation in Islam: Law, Theology, and 

Community that was attended by students 

and faculty at the university.

along with his aips fellowship, tareen has 

been the recipient of a number of awards 

this past year, including: luce Visiting 

fellowship, kroc institute for international 

peace studies, university of notre dame; 

neH fellowship, summer institute on 

“american muslims: History, culture, and 

politics;” international institute of islamic 

thought residential fellowship; american 

philosophical society franklin research 

Grant; and american academy of religion 

collaborative international research Grant.  

He has published the following essays:

Narratives of Emancipation in Modern 

Islam: Temporality, Hermeneutics, and 

Sovereignty. Islamic Studies Journal 52, 1 

(september 2015): 5-28.

The Politics of Friendship in Colonial Muslim 

India. South Asia: Journal of South Asian 

Studies, 38, 3 (september 2015):419-433. 

Revival and Reform in Islam. co-authored 

with ebrahim moosa. Islamic Political 

Thought: An Introduction, ed. Gerhard 

Bowering (princeton: princeton university 

press, 2015), 202-219. 

and edited:  Imagining the Public in Mod-

ern South Asia (edited with Barton scott 

and Brannon ingram), South Asia: Journal 

of South Asian Studies, Volume 38, num-

ber 3 (september 2015). 

Yasmin Saikia

professor, arizona state university

saikia has been recognized as one of the 

twenty “Global research fellows” selected 

from arizona state university (asu) for 

the planning and learning united for 

systems-change (plus) alliance, a global 

network of scholars located in kings col-

lege, london, university of new south 

wales, australia, and arizona state univer-

sity, usa. the nomination to this alliance 

is in recognition of her research on peace 

and social justice and its impact on asu’s 

overall educational and research vision. 

saikia attributes her work on pakistan as 

playing a major role in the selection to be 

a plus fellow.   

Audrey Truschke

postdoctoral fellow, stanford university

truschke published Culture of Encounters: 

Sanskrit at the Mughal Court (new York: 

columbia up, 2016). culture of encoun-

ters documents 

the fascinat-

ing exchange 

between the 

persian-speaking 

islamic elite of the 

mughal empire 

and traditional 

sanskrit scholars, 

which engen-

dered a dynamic 

idea of mughal rule essential to the 

empire’s survival. after she completes her 

mellon postdoctoral fellowship in the de-

partment of religious studies at stanford 

university, she will be taking up a position 

as assistant professor in the department 

of History at rutgers university. n
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aips awards fellowships and awards for 

research, writing, conferences, and con-

sulting at higher education institutions in 

pakistan. all awards are made through a 

competitive review process by commit-

tees comprised of a combination of aips 

officers, executive committee members, 

and trustees. in the past year, aips has 

awarded the following 72 awards. 

AIPS Fellowships
aips awarded both short-term research 

fellowships (1-4 months, funded by the 

us embassy in pakistan) and long-term 

research fellowships (2-9 months, funded 

by the council of american overseas re-

search centers) during the past year. due 

to security restrictions, Junior scholars 

(those without a phd) are required to 

conduct long-term fellowships in countries 

other than the us and pakistan. However, 

advanced graduate students and senior 

scholars can travel to pakistan on short-

term fellowships. these awards have 

been extremely competitive, and aips is 

pleased to announce the recently awarded 

fellows. full abstracts and final reports for 

all fellows can be accessed on the aips 

website (www.pakistanstudies-aips.org/

content/fellowship-archives).

1) Katherine Blank

field and institution: History, 

university of washington

project title: “o women, reform and mend 

your ways”: the Gendering of knowledge 

in the muslim reformist discourse

duration of research: 3 months

destination: london, uk

abstract: this research seeks to under-

stand the ways in which knowledge was 

gendered within the larger discourse of 

muslim reform in south asia in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

thanwi’s Bihishti Zewar (Heavenly orna-

ments) was and continues to be a popular 

guide for women in religious and quotid-

ian matters, especially amongst people 

who subscribe to deobandi ideology. this 

research hopes to delineate the extent 

to which knowledge was gendered in the 

reformist discourse and whether these 

boundaries shifted (in women’s urdu-lan-

guage magazines) with the increased edu-

cation of women, the changing nature of 

colonial rule, and proliferation of reformist 

materials throughout the early twentieth 

century.

2) Brian Bond

field and institution: ethnomusicology, 

the Graduate center, cunY

project title: sindhi sufi poetry perfor-

mance in the india-pakistan Borderlands

duration of research: 9 months

destination: kachchh, Gujarat, india

abstract: this research attempts to answer 

the questions: How does sindhi-language 

sufi poetry performance in contemporary 

kachchh, Gujarat, maintain and create 

cultural, social, and historical connections 

with sindh, pakistan? it examines how the 

sustained relevance of four sindhi sufi 

poetry performance genres (kafi, shah 

jo rag, molud, and bait) has generated 

an ongoing relationship with sindh since 

partition in 1947.

3) Jeffrey Diamond

field and institution: History and asian 

studies, college of saint Benedict/saint 

John’s university

project title: an alternative to aligarh? 

muhammad Hussain azad, G.w. leitner/

abdur rasheed and muslim identity

duration of research: 3 months

destination: lahore and islamabad, pakistan

abstract: this research proposal is on 

muslims intellectuals and educational 

reform in British colonial lahore (in the 

context of larger pakistani/indian nine-

teenth century history) during the later 

nineteenth century. the forthcoming book, 

Negotiating Muslim Identity: Education, 

Print, and Intellectuals in Nineteenth Cen-

tury Colonial North India, begins to ana-

lyze this history in lahore by examining 

the development of colonial educational 

systems in order to promote the develop-

ment of urdu and an urdu education that 

could replace the precolonial perso-islami-

cate culture of mughal and sikh punjab. 

4) Shahla Haeri

field and institution: cultural anthropology, 

Boston university

project title: muslim women rulers: 

from Bilqis to Benazir

duration of research: 2 months

destination: lahore and islamabad, pakistan

abstract: this book project brings to life 

stories of the legendary and historical 

women who have reached the apex of 

authority and power in patriarchal muslim 

societies. taking an ethno-historical view 

of muslim women’s path to power and a 

cross-cultural anthropological perspec-

tive, this research intends to make visible 

the circumstance surrounding women’s 

ascent to power from medieval to modern 

times. Juxtaposing the Quranic story of 

the Queen of sheba, and the purported 

prophetic hadith: “those who entrust 

their affairs to a woman will never know 

prosperity,” this project situates women’s 

sovereignty in the intersections of these 

two supreme sources of authority, and on 

the ground patriarchal political institutions 

in muslim societies. 

5) Farhat Haq

field and institution: political science, 

monmouth college

project title: sacralizing the state and 

secularizing the sharia: islamic politics 

and the pakistani nation-state

duration of research: 4 months

destination: lahore and islamabad, pakistan

abstract: this project explores a pro-

cess, “sacralization of the state,” whereby 

governments have selectively used and 

inserted islamic law in order to strengthen 

their political power. this research aims to 

demonstrate that statutes such as Blas-

phemy law and Hudood ordinance have 

increasingly facilitated “mob rule.” Grow-

ing numbers of individuals and groups 

have used these laws to target and victim-

ize their opponents. this project will show 
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that despite enormous criticisms of these 

statutes the elected government was un-

able to remove or significantly modify the 

Blasphemy law and similar islam-based 

legislation. the unique contribution of this 

project is the engagement of the growing 

scholarship on islamist political parties in 

the electoral process, and the emergence 

of civil islam, to explore the mechanisms 

that allow for accommodation of faith in 

public life without focusing exclusively on 

making the state islamic.

6) Waris Husain

field and institution: law, american uni-

versity

project title: the Judicialization of politics: 

comparative study of pakistan, india, and 

the united states

duration of research: 1 month

destination: lahore and islamabad, pakistan

abstract: there is a spectrum that be-

comes apparent if one considers and 

compares judicial review exercised by 

the supreme courts of the united states, 

pakistan and india. on one side of this 

spectrum, there is the role of the judiciary 

as a guarantor of justice and check on 

executive excesses, on the other there 

is the doctrine of separation of powers 

between branches of government. certain 

conditions create a need for a dynamic ju-

diciary in the indian subcontinent. despite 

this political requirement for an active 

judiciary, the supreme court of india has 

balanced its duties to foster justice while 

remaining vigilant of the separation of 

powers doctrine. the indian judiciary has 

been able to avoid creating crises in lead-

ership unlike the pakistani supreme court 

which has been accused of upending the 

political process with its activism. in paki-

stan, if the supreme court can adopt re-

peatable standards to limit judicial review, 

it will foster access to justice and relative 

inter-branch stability in pakistan.

7) Rajbir Judge

field and institution: History, 

university of california, davis

project title: occult intrigue: sikhs, 

anti-colonial resistance, and the 

theosophical society

duration of research: 5 months

destination: chennai, india; Budapest, 

Hungary; london, united kingdom 

abstract: this research examine alliances 

the theosophical society forged with 

sikhs in the punjab and the role these al-

liances played in maharaja duleep singh’s 

attempt to overthrow British rule at the 

end of the 19th century. By foregrounding 

the dynamic nature of theosophy, sikhism, 

and tradition in general, this research con-

tends that colonized subjects constantly 

refashioned theosophy to each other un-

der very specific local contexts and forms 

of power that were also continuously 

encroached upon by British and russian 

imperial projects. 

8) Neelam Khoja

field and institution: Histories and 

cultures of muslim societies, Harvard 

university

project title: politics, power, and 

persianate punjab, 1707-1857

duration of research: 3 months

destination: uk, france

abstract: this research inquires how 

changes in political and nonpolitical power 

lead to new or reimagined representations 

of land and space, language and culture, 

self and community in eighteenth and 

early nineteenth century punjab. more 

specifically, it investigates the implications 

of persian and afghan invasions and inter-

mittent rule of punjab from roughly 1738 

to the 1790’s. 

9) Sameer Lalwani

field and institution: political science, 

massachusetts institute of technology

project title: selective leviathans: explain-

ing south asian state strategies of coun-

terinsurgency and consolidation

duration of research: 6 weeks

destination: lahore and islamabad, pakistan

abstract: this project examines state 

strategies to suppress, co-opt, or contain 

violent ethnic mobilization and rebellion 

within their borders. specifically, it asks 

why the state incumbent chooses different 

strategies to fend off these threats within 

its territory. this research argues that the 

strategy is shaped by a core-periphery 

relationship prior to rebellion—that is 

between the state’s geopolitical core and 

the contested region (geography), as well 

as the between the core state elites and 

the group rebelling (identity). these fac-

tors of geography and identity serve to 

incent and constrain the state’s strategy in 

particular ways. 

10) Yasmin Saikia

field and institution: History, arizona state 

university

project title: azadi: middle actors’ 

imagination of emancipation from 

British colonialism

duration of research: 4 months

destination: islamabad and lahore, pakistan

abstract: this archival research will con-

tribute to professor saikia’s book project 

tentatively titled Freedom Dreams: Middle 

Actors, International Networks, and Azadi 

from Colonialism, which focuses on the 

visionary ideas and political work of three 

understudied, but significant, revolution-

ary middle actors, namely obaidullah sin-

dhi, fazal illahi, and iqbal shedai. research 

in pakistan will examine and document the 

historical and processual development of 

azadi (freedom) ideas of illahi, sindhi, and 

shedai that are of particular relevance in 

understanding the concept of freedom in 

islam and muslim contribution to the anti-

colonial freedom struggle against British 

rule in south asia.
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11) William Sherman

field and institution: islamic studies, 

stanford university

project title: mountains and messiahs: 

revelation, language, and afghan 

Becomings in the 16th-17th centuries

duration of research: 1 month

destination: lahore and islamabad, pakistan

abstract: this project is a socio-literary 

study of early modern sufi and millenar-

ian movements on the frontiers of the 

mughal empire. focusing primarily on the 

religious imaginations of Bayazid ansari 

and the rawshaniyya, this project draws 

upon manuscript sources in order to trace 

the development and transformation of 

categories of belonging in south asian re-

ligious discourses. the primary argument 

of this project is that conceptualizations 

of “pashto” and “pashtun” as, respectively, 

“vernacular” and “ethnicity” emerged out 

of heated religious debates over saintly 

authority, revelation, and the power of 

language in light of the looming islamic 

millennium (1000 aH /1592 ce). 

12) SherAli Tareen

field and institution: religious studies/

islamic studies, franklin & marshall college

project title: islam and the ethics of au-

thenticity: tradition, reform, innovation

duration of research: 1 month

destination: lahore and islamabad, pakistan

abstract: this book project examines intra-

muslim traditions of debate and contesta-

tion on critical ethical issues such as the re-

lationship of islam and democracy, minority 

rights in islam, the boundaries of friendship 

between muslims and non-muslims, and the 

limits of innovation and creativity in islamic 

law and theology. the focus of this project 

is on the intellectual history of modern 

south asian islam, with particular emphasis 

on the intellectual traditions and history of 

one of the most prominent muslim seminar-

ies (madrasa) in the modern muslim world, 

the deoband madrasa.

AIPS Summer Fellowship 
Grantees 2016 
since 2014 aips has been able to offer 

research travel grants (summer research 

grants) funded in part by the us em-

bassy in pakistan, to allow scholars to do 

preliminary and/or exploratory research 

in pakistan. abstracts and final reports for 

these projects can be found on the aips 

website (www.pakistanstudies-aips.org/

content/summer-grant-archives). 

1. Karim Gillani

field and institution: ethnomusicology, 

florida international university

project: khoja ismaili muslim Hymns Ginans

2. Rehan Jamil

field and institution: political science, 

Brown university

project: relationship between political 

competition and service provision

3. Shabana Mir

field and institution: anthropology, ameri-

can islamic college, chicago

project title: pathways of pakistani faculty: 

faculty employment, development, and 

resilience

4. Shehram Mokhtar

field and institution: Journalism and com-

munication, university of oregon

project title: mapping the relationship of 

folk culture and modern media in pakistan

5. Azfar Nisar

field and institution: public administration 

and policy, arizona state university

project title: managing the margins: public 

administration and lives of Hijras of lahore, 

pakistan

6. Luther Obrock

field and institution: south asian studies, 

university of pennsylvania

project: mercantile sanskrit: trade, religion, 

and literature along the indus

7. Amna Qayyum

field and institution: History, princeton 

university

project title: planning the islamic republic: 

economic expertise and development in 

pakistan, 1947-71

8. Mubbashir Rizvi

field and institution: anthropology, 

Georgetown university

project title: masters not friends: land, 

labor, and politics of place in rural pakistan

9. Mashal Saif 

field and institution: philosophy and 

religion, clemson university

project title: dreaming of Guit: insulting 

muhammad in contemporary pakistan

10. Cristin McKnight Sethi

field and institution: art History, the 

George washington university

project: phulkari textiles

AIPS Advising travel Grants
through a grant from the us embassy in 

pakistan, aips is able to fund the travel of 

scholars from us academia to pakistani 

universities as advisors for specific pro-

grams. in 2016, aips funded one advisor 

who went to pakistan twice to advise com-

sats on the redesign of their architecture 

and design program.

Hasan-Uddin Khan

field and institution: architecture and 

design faculties, roger williams university

pakistan institution: comsats institute of 

information technology
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AIPS travel Grants
aips awards travel grants to help facili-

tate its members’ participation in inter-

national or domestic conferences, or for 

invited lectures in pakistan. these grants 

are funded in part by caorc and the us 

embassy in pakistan. in addition, faculty at 

aips member institutions can apply for an 

award to bring a pakistani scholar to the 

us to participate in a conference and/or 

give a lecture at a us institution. 

US-Based Scholar domestic 
and international grants
abstracts and final reports for these 

projects can be found on the aips website 

(www.pakistanstudies-aips.org/content/

travel-grant-archives).

1. Dean Accardi, connecticut college

44th annual conference on south asia, 

madison, wisconsin; sanskrit in persianate 

india preconference to the 44th annual 

conference on south asia

october 2015

papers: ascetic discourses and trans-reli-

gious community formation in early mod-

ern kashmir; a pakistani Hero in sanskrit 

sources: ali Hamadani and Body politics

2. Sarah Ahmed, university of oregon

44th annual conference on south asia, 

madison, wisconsin

october 2015

paper: women and the Jirga system in 

rural punjab

3. Marta Ameri, colby college

44th annual conference on south asia, 

madison, wisconsin

october 2015

paper: a Question of semantics? icono-

graphic Variability in the image-symbols 

of the Harappan world

4. Elizabeth Bolton, university of texas 

at austin

society for cinema and media studies 

annual conference

march-april 2016

paper: the clamor of reticence: producing 

news television in pakistan

5. Brian Bond, city university of new York 

-the Graduate center 

2015 society for ethnomusicology   

conference

december 2015

paper: where melody meets poetry: 

the Sur repertoire of sindh’s shāh ‘abdul 

latı̄f Bhit.āı̄

6. Christopher Candland, wellesley college

pakistan Higher education commission 

and university of peshawar international 

conference on “state and society of 

pakistan: challenges and opportunities”

may  2015

paper: the place of emotions in social 

science research

7. Cara Cilano, university of north carolina 

at wilmington

locally sourced: recovering the local in 

History, culture, and politics in pakistan 

(pakistan institute of development 

economics).

august 2015

paper: the ‘literary local’ in pakistan: 

the role of representation and interactive 

media in the formation of identities

8. Christopher Clary, Brown university

44th annual conference on south asia, 

madison, wisconsin

october 2015

paper: the difficult politics of peace 

and the india-pakistan rivalry

9. C. Christine Fair, Georgetown university 

57th annual convention of the international 

studies association

march 2016

paper: the domestic politics of Jihad in 

pakistan: the case of lashkar-e-taiba

10. Mehr Afshan Farooqi, university of 

Virginia

faiz peace festival, lahore; literary week 

at the lums Gurmani center for languages 

and literature

november 2015

papers:  the uncreated Garden: a textual 

History of Ghalib’s urdu poetry; and at 

lums: co-leading a workshop on urdu 

literature and delivering lectures

11. Maria-Magdalena Fuchs, princeton 

university

44th annual conference on south asia, 

madison, wisconsin

october 2015

paper: Between mosque, school, and 

printing House: muslim associations in 

colonial punjab

12. Karen Greenwalt, university of illinois 

at chicago

Vitriol: art and its discontents (concordia 

university, montreal)

march 2016

paper: Beyond the nation: rasheed 

araeen and the art of migration

13. Sorayya Khan, ithaca college

the 3rd islamabad literature festival and 

Habib university

april 2015

papers: Book launch, City of Spies: A Novel; 

lecture on her novels at Habib university.

14. Randall Law, university of wisconsin-

madison

23rd conference of the european associa-

tion for south asian archeaology and art

July 2016

paper: the art of the Harappan microbead 

-revisited

15. Elizabeth Lhost, university of chicago

44th annual conference on south asia, 

madison, wisconsin

october 2015

paper: Vakı̄l, mukhtār, Hājı̄: patronage, 

exchange, and the microeconomics of the 

Hajj, c. 1880-1940
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16. John Mock, university of california, 

santa cruz

law and Governance in Gilgit-Baltistan 

(nantes institute for advanced studies 

fellow, france)

april 2016

paper: language and Governance in 

Gilgit-Baltistan 

17. Carla Petievich, university of texas 

at austin

association for asian studies annual 

conference

march-april 2016

paper: from court to public sphere: 

How urdu poetry’s language of romance 

shapes the language of protest

18. Sean Pue, michigan state university

karachi literary festival

february 2015

paper: discussion of I Too Have Some 

Dreams; digital Humanities and urdu studies

19. Amna Qayyum, princeton university

association of asian studies annual 

conference

march-april 2016

paper: edges of authority: states and 

their absences along south asia’s 

inland frontiers

20. Tariq L. Rahman, university of oregon

44th annual conference on south asia, 

madison, wisconsin

october 2015

paper: privatizing the developmental 

state: Housing, development, and power 

in the pakistani state’s margins

21. David Rezvani, dartmouth college

ethno federalism in punjab and Beyond 

(forman christian college, lahore)

april 2015

paper: examining autonomy options in 

pakistan’s federally administered tribal 

areas and Baluchistan: federalism, full 

independence or partial independence?

22. Alexis M. Saba, indiana university

comparative and international education 

society

march 2016

paper: translating and approaching the 

right to education in pakistan

23. Naila Sahar, state university of new 

York - Buffalo

25th annual British commonwealth and 

postcolonial studies conference

april 2016

paper: syncretic language: an archive of 

History and experience in a postcolonial 

world

24. Tehila Sasson, university of california-

Berkeley

130th annual meeting of the american 

Historical association

January 2016

paper: expertise on the move: British aid 

to pakistan and the emergence of disaster 

relief

25. Brian Spooner, university of 

pennsylvania

mountstuart elphinstone and the Historical 

foundations of afghanistan studies: 

reframing colonial knowledge of the indo- 

persian world in the post-colonial era 

(school of oriental and african studies)

november 2015

paper: a new look at the north west 

frontier

26. Sylvia Vatuk, university of illinois 

at chicago (emerita)

law and Governance in Gilgit Baltistan 

(nantes institute of advanced studies)

april 2016

paper: inheritance and Governance 

in muslim south asia

Pakistan-based Scholar 
International travel Support
aips offers travel grants to aips member 

institution faculty to bring pakistan-

based scholars to the us:

1. Tanvir Anjum

project title: trending pakistan: new ap-

proaches to the study of History conference

sponsoring institution in the us: 

arizona state university

affiliated institution in pakistan: 

Quaid-e-azam university

april 2016

2. Haris Gazdar

project title: future directions in pakistan 

studies conference

sponsoring institution in the us: 

university of michigan

affiliated institution in pakistan: 

collective for social science research

april 2015

3. Syed Nomanul Haq

project title: 1) lecture at msu: image of 

the divine in sindhi folk tales and sufi po-

etry; 2) provide recordings for urdu literary 

pedagogical materials; and 3) 44th annual 

conference on south asia, madison, 

wisconsin 

sponsoring institution in the us: 

michigan state university

affiliated institution in pakistan: 

institute of Business adminstration-karachi

october 2015

4. Livia Holden

project title: 1) contemporary manifes-

tations of islamic divorce in the Global 

south: understanding khul’ in diverse 

cultural contexts/ divorce at the woman’s 

initiative in pakistan and diasporas; 2 and 

3) invited presentations: university of 

washington and university of oregon.

sponsoring institution in the us: 

university of illinois-chicago

affiliated institution in pakistan: 

karakoram international university

may 2015
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5. Akmal Hussain

project title: climate change and the 

imperative of cooperation in south asia 

sponsoring institution in the us: 

university of texas-austin

affiliated institution in pakistan: 

forman christian college

may 2015

6. Imdad Hussain

project title: trending pakistan: new 

approaches to the study of History 

conference

sponsoring institution in the us: 

arizona state university 

april 2016

7. Iftikhar-un Nisa Hussain

project title: lecture: promoting the well-

being of women and children: a psycho-

logical perspective

sponsoring institution in the us: 

southern methodist university 

affiliated institution in pakistan: shaheed 

Benazir Bhutto women university

april 2016

8. Ammar Ali Jan

project title: trending pakistan: new ap-

proaches to the study of History conference

sponsoring institution in the us: 

arizona state university 

april 2016

9. Imran Ahmed Khan

project title: 1) mineral resources of paki-

stan: prospects and challenges, 2) impacts 

of climate change in south east asia: 

need for paradigm shift in disaster risk 

reduction strategies, 3) role functions 

and achievements of Geological survey 

of pakistan, and 4) status of Geospatial 

mapping in pakistan

sponsoring institution in the us: 

university of texas-austin

affiliated institution in pakistan: Geological 

survey of pakistan

march 2016

10. Framji Minwalla

project title: future directions in pakistan 

studies conference

sponsoring institution in the us: 

university of michigan

affiliated institution in pakistan: institute 

of Business adminstration-karachi

april 2015

11. Rabia Nadir

project title: future directions in pakistan 

studies conference

sponsoring institution in the us: 

university of michigan

affiliated institution in pakistan: lahore 

school of economics

april 2015

12. Altaf Qadir

lecture: sayyid ahmad Barailvi: reform, 

Jihad, or resistance? 

sponsoring institution in the us: 

stockton university

affiliated institution in pakistan: 

university of peshawar

september 2015

13. Uli Usman Qasmi

project title: the postcolonial moment 

conference

sponsoring institution in the us: 

princeton university 

affiliated institution in pakistan: lahore 

university of management sciences 

november 2015

14. Fouzia Saeed

lecture: women’s rights and social justice 

in pakistan

sponsoring institution in the us: 

Boston university 

affiliated institution in pakistan: lok Virsa 

national institute of folk & traditional 

Heritage

april 2016

15. Imam Uddin

lectures: 1) islam and Human rights: 

a pakistani perspective 2) islamic Banking 

& finance in praxis, pakistan as case-study

sponsoring institution in the us: 

florida international university 

affiliated institution in pakistan: 

dHa suffa university

march and april 2015

AIPS Publication/write-up 
Awards

since 2014, aips has been able to award 

small grants to scholars to facilitate writing 

and publication. the 2015-16 awardees are:

1. Sheetal Chhabria, connecticut college

2. Mary Davis, university of wisconsin-

madison

3. Jeffrey Diamond, college of saint 

Benedict/saint John’s university

4. Farhat Haq, monmouth college

5. Faiza Moatasim, Hamilton college

6. Sadia Saeed, Boston university

7. SherAli Tareen, franklin & marshall 

college n
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Arizona State University (ASU)

asu has been awarded a grant by the 

us embassy in islamabad to establish a 

university partnership with the university 

of the punjab (pu) to strengthen, deepen, 

and internationalize the professional and 

scholarly contributions of pu faculty in the 

fields of mass communication and devel-

opment studies. project directors chad 

Haines and Yasmin saikia (aips execu-

tive committee member), affiliated with 

asu’s center for the study of religion and 

conflict, designed the three-year program 

with team members from the cronkite 

school of Journalism and mass communi-

cation. this project follows asu’s success-

ful partnership with kinnaird college for 

women, a previous university partnership 

grant awarded by the us embassy. 

Boston University (BU)

frank J. korom, Boston university’s aips 

trustee, received an aips sponsored 

international travel grant to bring dr. 

fouzia saeed, executive director of lok 

Virsa in islamabad, to the us in late april. 

dr saeed gave two lectures at Bu, one on 

pakistani feminism, the other on pakistani 

folk culture. Bu also received aips confer-

ence support for an upcoming conference 

on muslim thought and practice in south 

asia: perspectives within and between 

History and religious studies that will take 

place october 13-15, 2016.

Florida International University (FIU)

in november 2015, the department of reli-

gious studies at fiu hosted the inaugural 

western indian ocean studies conference 

entitled Rāhē najāt (The path of salvation): 

Religious and social dynamics amongst 

mercantile communities of the western 

Indian Ocean, with support from aips. the 

conference, organized by iqbal akhtar and 

steve Vose, theorized the development 

of indic religious identities and cosmolo-

gies in the western indian ocean littoral as 

these communities traversed land and the 

ocean for economic opportunities through 

changing political regimes. the conference 

was both an interdisciplinary and interna-

tional gathering of scholars from the united 

states, canada, denmark, singapore, chile, 

pakistan, and india. 

rick asher began the event with a 

presentation that framed the conference. 

His lecture explored the indian ocean as 

a continuum with india as a fulcrum and 

posited theories based on archaeologi-

cal and epigraphical evidence as to why 

indic culture and religion thrived in the 

east and hardly made an impact on the 

societies of the western littoral. shandip 

saha followed trying to understand how 

the Vallabha sampradāya became so 

influential in Gujarat through the vārtā 

literature, theorizing socio-economic 

change as a possible explanation for the 

community’s historical expansion and 

success. sebastian prange highlighted the 

multi-spatiality of a mosque as indictor of 

muslim presence in the maritime history 

of the malabar coast. alia paroo’s ground-

breaking research examined the relation-

ship of aga khan iii to the British and the 

ismaili community’s positioning vis-à-vis 

the colonial government in tanganyika as 

a political strategy that promoted com-

munalism. amit ranjan presented on the 

19th century science of phenology and 

the economy of racial classifications in the 

British empire. amal sachedina presented 

on the question of lawati khōjā in oman, 

and on their shifting postcolonial identities 

as a strategy for political enfranchisement. 

cecil pallesen’s ethnographic research 

conducted in arusha tanzania and on 

the ‘two foot’ approach of african asians 

to maintaining transnational networks 

and identities between tanzania and the 

united kingdom. sarah kazmi provided a 

comprehensive account of the khōjā com-

munity in karachi through a postcolonial 

reading of their history. khatija khader 

examined the Hadrami and sidi diaspo-

ras in india through ethnographic work 

on how postmodern identity discourses 

are racialized through globalization. Juan 

Bruce’s presentation thought graphically 

about the khōjā script as glyphs and ap-

parent discrepancy in narratives regarding 

the Husseini and devraj presses in the late 

19th century. liyakat takim and Hasnain 

walji concluded the conference with a 

roundtable discussion on the tension of 

khōjā communities between the demands 

of near eastern islamic authorities and 

communal desire for institutional indepen-

dence in the preservation of identity.

Michigan State University (MSU)

the msu aips trustee, a. sean pue, 

organized dr. syed nomanul Haq’s visit 

to msu from the institute of Business 

administration, karachi, in october 2015. 

dr. Haq gave two lectures: Images of the 

Divine in Sindhi Folk Tales and Poetry, and 

Whose Dominion?: The Natural Environ-

ment in the Normative Islamic Tradition. 

He then presented in a panel at the annual 

Institutional 
Member News
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conference on south asia in madison, 

wisconsin organized by pue on Canon, 

Soundscape, and Subjectivity: Reevaluat-

ing Majeed Amjad, the Lost Voice of Urdu 

Poetic Modernism. other panelists were 

mehr farooqui (aips at-large trustee) and 

Geeta patel. dr. Haq also gave lectures at 

the university of california, Berkeley and 

the university of Virginia during his visit. 

His trip was funded by an aips sponsored 

travel grant.

Sarah Lawrence 

College (SLC)

sarah lawrence 

college hosted a 

day-long collo-

quium on friday, 

april 8, entitled, 

Being Muslim/

Muslim Being: 

Mobilities and 

Practices. the colloquium, organized by 

shahnaz rouse (aips trustee and execu-

tive committee member), was in hom-

age to, and inspired by the late shahab 

ahmed, an erudite and deeply analytical 

thinker in the field of islamic studies. at 

the very outset of his posthumously pub-

lished book, What is Islam: The Importance 

of Being Islamic (princeton, nJ: princeton 

up, 2015), dr. ahmed alerts his readers 

that he is “seeking to say the word ‘islam’ 

in a manner that expresses the historical 

and human phenomenon that is islam in 

its plentitude and complexity of meaning”. 

addressing how islam travels across time 

and space, the colloquium was struc-

tured so as to address the multiplicity, 

paradoxes and contradictions contained 

within its being-in-the world that defy 

any simple and reductive understanding 

of both islam and its practitioners. while 

not directly speaking to dr. ahmed’s text, 

it took up his charge to focus on the lived 

human experience of muslims. the first 

part of the colloquium examined textual 

practices bringing together scholars of 

islamic studies across disciplines – to 

engage histories, art and architecture, law, 

and poetry. the second session centered 

on migration, contact, and movements 

as practices productive of diverse identi-

ties, identifications and mobilizations. 

speakers included: ahmet kumaramustafa 

(university of maryland), sarah eltantawi 

(evergreen state college), Jerrilynn dodds 

(sarah larence college), denis mcauley 

(independent scholar), engseng Ho (duke 

university), nahid siamdoust (new York 

university), moustafa Bayoumi (Brooklyn 

college), sohail daulatzai (university of 

california, irvine). michael cook (princeton 

university) gave the keynote address.

also last year, 

slc published the 

proceedings of 

the international 

conference on 

pakistan held at 

slc (with aips 

support) in april 

2014. the volume 

is: Re-Envisioning 

Pakistan: The Political Economy of Social 

Transformation (new York: sarah law-

rence college, 2015). 

Stockton University

aips travel funding allowed dr. altaf Qadir, 

assistant professor of History, university 

of peshawar, to visit the us in september 

2015. He gave a lecture on his new book, 

Sayyid Ahmad Barailvi, His Movement 

and Legacy from the Pukhtun Perspective 

(new delhi: sage, 2015). while in the us, 

dr. Qadir also visited Boston, where he 

gave a lecture at the university of mas-

sachusetts, Boston, hosted by professor 

sana Haroon; visited professor ayesha 

Jalal at tufts university; and professor adil 

najam at Boston university.

aips travel funding also allowed robert 

nichols (aips trustee) to attend a no-

vember 2015 conference in london on the 

200th anniversary of elphinstone’s book 

on the kingdom of caubul. nichols pre-

sented the paper, Information and affect 

in Charles Metcalfe’s mission to Lahore, 

August 1808-May 1809 at the conference. 

the paper outlines metcalfe’s mission to 

the court of ranjit singh at the same time 

as elphinstone’s mission to peshawar. it 

argues that metcalfe’s successful negotia-

tions and later political relations with the 

punjab were directly tied to a degree of 

“access to affective knowledge” gained 

from this visit when he apparently married 

an officially unacknowledged sikh wife 

(with whom he had three sons). 

University of Michigan (UM)

the center for south asian studies and 

the pakistan students’ association hosted 

the 5th annual um-pakistan conference 

in april 2015. the theme of the confer-

ence was new media and social change. 

the conference brought together activ-

ists, academics, and practitioners in the 

field of media in pakistan. the conference 

opened with a panel titled Practitioners: 

Negotiating the New Media Landscape, 

with presentations by mahvish ahmad 

(cambridge university, and co-founder of 

tanqeed, an online magazine) and raza 

rumi (journalist and public policy special-

ist). the second panel was Interrogating 

New Media: Limitations and Possibilities. 

it featured mobina Hashmi (Brooklyn col-

lege) and marta Bolognani (university of 

Bristol), both academics, and activist sana 

saleem. over the course of the day, over 

100 people were in attendance, many of 

whom were engaged participants.

University of Texas, Austin

since 2013, south asia institute (sai) at 

ut has facilitated three us department of 

state university partnerships. the part-

nerships enable the exchange of scholars 

between pakistani educational institutions 

and ut, and a series of lectures, training 

sessions, video conference workshops, 

and cultural events. equally important, the 

partnerships encourage lasting person-

to-person connections and professional 

network building between individuals in 

pakistan and the us. 

This interdisciplinary colloquium brings together scholars whose work addresses the multiplicity 
of lived human experiences and practices of Muslims, past and present. Inspired by, and in  
homage to, the late Shahab Ahmed (1966-2015), the colloquium seeks to take up Dr. Ahmed’s charge 
to explore “the historical and human phenomenon that is Islam in its plentitude and complexity  
of meaning.” Presentations will engage with Muslim histories, art and architecture, poetry, and law 
as well as their mobilities and productive practices across time and space.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS 
MICHAEL COOK, Professor of Near Eastern Studies, Princeton University  

SPEAKERS
AHMET KARAMUSTAFA Professor of History, University of Maryland
SARAH ELTANTAWI Assistant Professor of Religious Studies, Evergreen State College
JERRILYNN DODDS Professor of Art History, Sarah Lawrence College
DENIS MCAULEY Independent Scholar
ENGSENG HO Professor of Cultural Anthropology, History and Islamic Studies Center, Duke University
NAHID SIAMDOUST Research Scholar, Hagop Kevorkian Center for Near Eastern Studies,  
New York University
MOUSTAFA BAYOUMI Professor of English, Brooklyn College of CUNY
SOHAIL DAULATZAI Associate Professor, Departments of Film and MediaStudies and  
African American Studies, University of California, Irvine

Friday, April 8, 2016  |  9:30 a.m.– 6:30 p.m. 
Donnelley Theatre, Heimbold Visual Arts Center 
919 Kimball Avenue, Yonkers/Bronxville, NY 10708

REGISTRATION: slc.edu/lyndcolloquium 
Free online registration is open through April 1. On-site registration will be from 8:30-9:30 a.m. on the day of the colloquium.

The Helen Merrell Lynd Colloquium is sponsored by the Helen Merrell Lynd Colloquium Fund, the Donald C. Samuel Fund for Economics and Politics, the Christian A. Johnson 
Endeavor Foundation Chair in Middle Eastern Studies and International Affairs, and by a grant for International Campus Initiatives from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.  
Other funding is provided by the Harlequin Adair Dammann Chair in Islamic Studies.

Being Muslim/ 
Muslim Being: 
Mobilities and Practices

THE 2016 HELEN MERRELL LYND COLLOQUIUM
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BATOOL NASIR, PHOTOGRAPHER

Re-envisioning Pakistan:  
The Political Economy of Social Transformation 
is made possible through the generous support of the Donald C. Samuel 

Fund for Economics and Politics, the Christian A. Johnson Endeavor 

Foundation, the American Institute of Pakistan Studies, the Dean of 

Sarah Lawrence College, Student Senate, Ali Naqvi & Linda Holliday, 

Galadrielle Allman, Margaret Kavounas, Nazeer Chowdury, and Syed 

Babar Ali

Proceedings of an International Conference held at Sarah Lawrence College

April 4 – 6, 2014

Edited and compiled by Shahnaz Rouse, Jamee K. Moudud, and Emily Rogers
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•Fatimah Jinnah Women University

in spring 2013, sai began its first partner-

ship with fatimah Jinnah women univer-

sity (fJwu), rawalpindi. it brought four 

fJwu faculty members per semester to 

study with ut faculty mentors in a wide 

array of disciplines. the fJwu partnership 

recently concluded with an international 

conference “Gender, social sciences and 

Humanities: new directions in scholar-

ship” at fJwu.

•National Academy of Performing Arts

in fall 2013, working with ut’s Butler 

school of music, sai initiated a second 

partnership with the national academy of 

performing arts (napa), karachi. while 

sai is working on an extension to the part-

nership with napa, the exchange recently 

culminated in two concerts in karachi 

featuring seven ut students and faculty 

and eight napa faculty performing their 

original collaborative compositions. 

•National College of Arts

meanwhile, sai has initiated a third three-

year partnership with the national college 

of arts (nca), lahore, with the first cohort 

of four students currently studying at ut’s 

department of radio-television-film. over 

the next three years, participants in the nca 

partnership will produce an original short 

film, which will be shot in austin and lahore.  

University of North Carolina, Wilmington

thanks to aips and the hard work of 

matthew a. cook, david Gilmartin, and 

Zulfiqar ali kalhoro, dr. cara cilano (aips 

trustee) was able to participate in the 

aips-paksitan institute of development 

economics (pide) workshop, Locally 

Sourced, held on august 7-8, 2015 on 

pide’s campus in islamabad. the organiz-

ers brought together a vibrant group of 

scholars, ranging from advanced gradu-

ate students to senior scholars, such as 

professor Gilmartin. dr. cilano’s contribu-

tion to the workshop examined the public 

and virtual spaces created by and for the 

karachi literature festival, a provocative 

annual event whose popularity proves to 

be both a matter of pride and contention. 

dame ameena saiyid oBe, oup’s editor 

and organizer of the festival, also took 

part in the workshop. in addition to the 

intellectual exchanges the workshop en-

couraged, the event also provided all with 

a wonderful cultural experience through a 

wonderful group meal at the scenic munal 

restaurant in the margalla Hills. n

S.S. Pirzada Dissertation 
Prize in Pakistan Studies

Awarded by the University 

of California, Berkeley 

the 2016 s.s. pirzada dissertation 

prize was awarded to dr. simon w. 

fuchs (Junior research fellow in 

islamic studies at Gonville and caius 

college, university of cambridge). 

dr. fuch’s dissertation, Relocating 

the Centers of Shi’i Islam: Religious 

Authority, Sectarianism, and the Lim-

its of the Transnational in Colonial 

India and Pakistan, was completed 

at princeton university in 2015, 

under the supervision of professor 

muhammad Qasim Zaman. 

in his dis-

sertation, 

dr. fuchs 

rethinks the 

common 

center-

periphery 

perspective 

that frames 

the middle 

east as 

the seat of authoritative religious 

reasoning vis-à-vis a marginal south 

asian islam. drawing on 15 months 

of archival research and interviews 

conducted in pakistan, india, iran, 

iraq, and the uk, dr. fuchs demon-

strates how shia and sunni religious 

scholars in colonial india and paki-

stan have negotiated their intellec-

tual identities in relation to eminent 

muslim jurists residing in the arab 

lands and iran. this dissertation’s 

greatest strength lies in its ability to 

show how local south asian schol-

ars occupy a creative and at times 

disruptive role as brokers, transla-

tors, and pioneers of modern and 

contemporary islamic thought.  

the prize committee included 

manan ahmed (columbia univer-

sity), munis faruqui (uc, Berkeley), 

farooq Hamid (uc, irvine), and saba 

mahmood (uc, Berkeley). for more 

information about the pirzada dis-

sertation prize, see: http://southasia.

berkeley.edu/pirzada-prize. n
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AIPS 2015-16 elections results
the terms of the treasurer and the secretary expired on septem-

ber 30, 2015. elections for these positions were conducted in the 

late spring of 2015, and the seats were successfully filled for terms 

beginning october 1, 2015 as follows:

Farhat Haq (monmouth college) was re-elected to serve as treasurer. 

Cabeiri Robinson (university of washington-seattle) was re-elected 

to serve as secretary.

AIPS 
News

AIPS Publishes Intizar Husain 
aips is pleased to announce the publica-

tion of: Story Is a Vagabond: Fiction, Essays, 

and Drama by intizar Husain, eds., frank 

stewart, alok Bhalla, asif farrukhi, and 

nishat Zaida (Honolulu: university of Hawaii 

press, 2015). one of pakistan’s most distin-

guished writers, intizar Husain was born in 

india in 1923 and immigrated to pakistan 

during the partition. an internationally ac-

claimed writer, critic, and translator, he has published seven volumes 

of short stories, four novels, and a novella, as well as travelogues, 

memoirs, and critical essays. despite his importance to world litera-

ture for over six decades, Husain’s writing is little known in english 

translation. Story Is a Vagabond is the first collection in english to 

show the breadth of his thoughtful, innovative, and compassionate 

work. it has been published with aips support. n

AIPS Book Prize
the 2014-15 aips Book prize was awarded 

to osama siddique for Pakistan’s Experi-

ence with Formal Law: An Alien Justice 

(cambridge: cambridge up, 2013). dr. sid-

dique is the executive director of the law 

and policy research network (lahore), and 

associate fellow at the institute of devel-

opment and economic alternatives (la-

hore), and a member of the senior faculty 

of the institute for Global law & policy at Harvard law school. Paki-

stan’s Experience with Formal Law presents a typology of pakistani 

approaches to law reform and critically evaluates the ifi (internation-

al financial institutions)-funded single-minded pursuit of ‘efficiency’ 

during the last decade. employing diverse methodologies, it provides 

empirical support for a widening chasm between popular, at times 

violently expressed, aspirations for justice and democratically defi-

cient reform designed in distant ifi headquarters that is entrusted to 

the exclusive and unaccountable pakistani “reform club.” n

this is in memory of shamim anwar, a remarkable 

thinker and exceptional teacher, who taught islamic 

and south asian History at kinnaird college, lahore, 

and died on January 17, 2016. for those of us who 

knew her, this loss is both personal and public. 

as an undergraduate student, it was in ms. an-

war’s class that i not only developed a life long interest in studying 

history, but also learnt to think critically about it. ms. anwar exuded 

energy and infused her teaching with a passionate engagement not 

only with her subject matter but also its contemporary significance. 

she taught us to question accepted wisdoms about both islam and 

history—and the history of pakistan—to look behind what is taken 

for granted, and accepted as ‘truth.” Yet despite her critical and 

rigorous thinking, ms. anwar demonstrated that seriousness and 

light heartedness are not opposites: i still remember her infectious 

laugh, the twinkle in her eyes when she discussed something she 

cared deeply about, her ability to think expansively and link the 

past and the present in ways that illuminated both. 

In Memoriam: Shamim Anwar despite having a graduate degree from mcGill university—a rar-

ity for a pakistani woman of her generation—she never flaunted her 

qualifications, nor did her sojourn overseas change her in any visible 

manner. in fact i remember her saying how much she had disliked 

living abroad because she felt the scholars she had encountered 

there had “no passion” about their studies or intellectual queries. Her 

lessons to us, then, were not only intellectual but extended into ev-

eryday life. she also remained single, something that was a rarity for 

women of her generation. in doing this, she made some of us realize 

it was possible to live differently. while i do not recall her ever telling 

us how to live our lives, her example itself was a life lesson. Her cour-

age to live independently and speak against orthodoxies of all sorts 

will be sorely missed. i also deeply admired her simplicity of demean-

or and lack of investment in material possessions. But she paid the 

price for this in her later years, when she lived in near penury. ayesha 

siddiqa, in an obituary following ms. anwar’s death (The Express Tri-

bune, January 21, 2016) writes with regret about “letting her down.” 

i too share this sentiment, as i know many others whose lives were 

forever touched by this extraordinary woman. — Shahnaz Rouse n

elections for three at-large trustees were conducted in the late fall 

of 2015, and three individual members of aips were elected to serve 

three year terms (January 1, 2016 – december 31, 2018) as at-large 

trustees on the Board of trustees. the elected at-large trustees are:

Jennifer Cambell (state university of new York – potsdam)

Mubbashir Rizvi (Georgetown university)

Dean Accardi (connecticut college) n
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Funding opportunities for 
AIPS Member Institutions:
the aips grants below are open to faculty 

from any aips member institution. all 

applications are reviewed by a scholarly 

committee. 

1) Course Development Grant

course development seed money (funded 

by dept. of ed and caorc) for a south 

asia/pakistan course, working in collabo-

ration with a minority-serving institution. 

these funds ($4,500) are meant to sup-

port the stipend for a graduate student 

who could teach such a course. 

More information:

http://pakistanstudies-aips.org/grants/

course-development-grant

2) Workshop Series in Pakistan

aips has funding through the us em-

bassy in pakistan for a permanent faculty 

member from an aips member institution 

to organize a workshop series. each series 

will consist of two separate workshops 

(spread apart by 4-6 months) based on 

the same theme and with the same 10-12 

junior faculty attendees from designated 

universities in pakistan. we urge appli-

cants to collaborate with local pakistan 

universities or scholars.

More information: http://www.paki-

stanstudies-aips.org/content/workshop-

series-pakistan

3) Invited Travel Grants for AIPS Member 

Institutions

conference/lecture travel grants (funded 

by the us embassy in pakistan) will fund 

invited pakistani scholars to come to the 

us and give a lecture or presentation 

at an aips member institution. faculty 

member(s) from an aips member in-

stitution need to apply for funds (up to 

$3,000) on behalf of the pakistani scholar.

More information

http://pakistanstudies-aips.org/grants/

invited-travel-grants-aips-member-insti-

tutions 

4) Program Support for a Workshop/

Conference on Pakistan in the US

aips has caorc funds (up to $4,500) to 

support a pakistan-related conference that 

will take place in the us. 

More information:

http://pakistanstudies-aips.org/grants/

workshopconference-on-pakistan-in-unit-

ed-states

5) Pakistan Lecture Series

the pakistan lecture series (supported 

by caorc and Government of pakistan 

funding) is a program designed to support 

academic exchange between pakistani and 

us scholars and to promote the field of 

pakistan studies as a whole. as a part of this 

program a pakistani scholar, artist, musi-

cian, etc, is invited to travel to the us and 

present lectures at a minimum of three us 

aips-member institutions. pls speakers are 

nominated by aips members or member 

institutions. this grant pays for airfare and 

a stipend to the speaker. each institution is 

expected to pay local travel expenses.

More information:

http://pakistanstudies-aips.org/grants/

pakistan-lecture-series

6) Advisor Travel

aips has a role to play in establishing 

world-class teaching and training pro-

grams in pakistani universities. this fund-

ing, made possible by the us embassy in 

pakistan, brings in scholars from us uni-

versities as advisors for specific programs. 

in addition to their advisory role, scholars 

will conduct weeklong seminars in their 

field of study and give public lectures to 

university or general audiences. travel on 

these grants are expected to be longer 

than a lectureship travel award. the grant 

pays airfare, hotel, and per diem. 

More Information:

http://pakistanstudies-aips.org/content/

advisor-travel n

as mentioned above, through academic 

workshops, fellowships, exchange programs 

and travel grants for conferences. in the past 

several years we have expanded our mission 

through various exchange and scholarly 

partnerships with universities in pakistan 

to start a pilot program that models the 

us community college to two-year degree 

colleges in pakistan. further, aips contin-

ues to be in conversation with our funding 

partners, (caorc, Government of pakistan, 

us department of education, or the us 

embassy in pakistan). we remain grateful 

for their support of our institute and our 

long-term vision. 

Before ending, i would like to extend 

my personal and aips’ thanks to dr. farina 

mir for her service to aips as Vice presi-

dent for the past three years. farina was 

elected to the post as i started my tenure 

as president. she already was a reputed 

scholar in the field of south asian History 

before accepting the position, and aips 

was fortunate to have her as an elected of-

fice bearer.  farina decided not to contest 

for re-election to a second term as Vice 

president (for which she is eligible). it is 

her personal decision, but aips (and i 

personally) will be sorry to lose her clarity 

of thought, her selfless dedication and 

immense service to the organization. we 

hope that she will continue to be an active 

member and provide us with her insights 

and suggestions as we move forward. 

finally, my profound thanks to the aips’ 

executive committee for all their hard work, 

advice, encouragement and vision for the 

future of the organization. i congratulate 

them for deepening the governing principles 

within the organization and for achieving 

what we have done in the past year(s). our 

Board of trustees and members deserve my 

special gratitude for their ongoing guidance 

and support. most importantly, the tireless 

effort and dedication of our directors, laura 

Hammond and nadeem akbar, and their 

staff deserve our collective thanks. 

thank you. 

Best wishes. 

kamran

president’s report
Cont’d from page 2
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naiza khan, The Land Was Once Free 

(Homage to Parveen Rehman), 

2015; etching on somerset paper 

57 x 76 cm (22 1/2 x 30 in).

image courtesy naiza khan 

and rossi & rossi london | Hk

parveen rahman (1957-2013), architect and social activist, was the 

director of the orangi pilot project–research and training institute, 

karachi. she was an outspoken critic of karachi’s land mafia and 

struggled ceaselessly for land and basic services rights for 

pakistan’s poor. she was murdered while returning from work on 

march 13, 2013.


